PORTUGUÉS (PORT)

PORT 2315  Portuguese for Spanish Speakers
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course is designed specifically for students with no previous knowledge of Portuguese, but who already speak Spanish. It provides Spanish-speaking students with an opportunity to develop Portuguese language skills, assisted by their knowledge of the Spanish language. The course will also emphasize several aspects of the Portuguese-speaking countries, such as food, music, and history.

PORT 2317  Language and Culture in Brazil
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course is aimed at developing listening, speaking, reading and writing skills at an intermediate level and within a Brazilian cultural framework. The student will develop the ability to function in natural contexts, convey and understand messages with reasonable accuracy, and carry on more elaborate conversation in Portuguese. The course will also emphasize several aspects of Brazil and other Portuguese-speaking countries, such as history, politics and the struggle for the rights of minorities.

Prerequisite: PORT 2315.